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TELL ME MORE©
The Course
Tell Me More® is an online business program, which adapts perfectly to your studying
agenda.
It offers the highest flexibility in learning a foreign language. You can access the program at
any time from any location; all you need is a computer and internet connection.
The course is structured on several levels and depending on your needs, it also features a
blended learning component. This way you will meet your colleagues and your trainer for a
face to face session according to the course calendar. You will work together on coursebooks
that include specific business exercises, in order to fix and refresh the knowledge acquired
during the online learning time.
Tell Me More® is the appropriate business language training because it combines the Interact
Communication training competence with time and location flexibility.
Learning outcomes
• Learn the business language specific to your behaviour as Tell Me More® can be
adapted to your industry and features special learning modules for Accounting and
Finance, Human Resources, Sales and Marketing, Client Relations, Legal, Banking and
Insurance.
•

Maximum flexibility of the learning process, without time and space constraints.

•

Learn to carry out business conversations in foreign languages, to make yourself
understood, be clear and persuasive in writing an email or you or communicating
directly in a face to face meeting, such as a presentation or chairing a meeting.

•

Tell Me More® relies on advanced technology such as speech recognition and Spoken
Error Tracking System which automatically identify the syllables or letters the
participants find difficult and deliver 3D phonetic animations that will allow them to
speak as natives do.

•

A better appropriation of communication abilities in foreign languages and a higher
retention rate as Tell Me More® covers all major learning areas

Course details
Period: varies from 3 to 6 months depending on the chosen program.

